					PACKET SARGON

It is an ingredient in dawamesk, a North African hashish spread, and was sometimes used in Ras al Hanout. Part of the family Meloidae, it was used by Henry IV and was slipped into the food of Louis XIV. In order to determine if someone had died by its effects, their organs were rubbed on rabbit skin; the hide would blister. FTP, name this green beetles poisonous in even small doses, illegal in the United States, and used throughout history as an abortifacient and an aphrodisiac.
A: Spanish Fly

Extra counterfactual scenarios are added, like the Battles for Oak Ridge, Savannah, and Dessau. At levels of experience, units receive random leaders, who boost stats and capabilites. The overrun feature was added from the previous game, so powerful units can run rampant. Starting with the Nationalist battle for Madrid, what sequel was voted the 44th best game of all time by IGN, FTP, a war simulator with you as the commander of the Nazi tank armies?
A: Panzer General II

Hugh Laurie appeared on this show as Lord Monty, a spoiled rich kid who bribed Bambi alongside Emma Thompson as Miss Money-Sterling.  Earlier in this episode of the series, Vyvyan literally lost his head while sticking it outside the train of a window which his headless body subsequently kicked when his head complained at how long it took to find it.*  One might better remember Rik Mayall, who played Rick, as Drop Dead Fred in the eponymous film.  FTP, name this British series shown in America on MTV and Comedy Central which constantly poked fun at Cliff Richard and detailed the lives of a depressed hippie, a pretentious anarchist, a mohawked punk, and a diminutive “cool person.”
Answer: _THE YOUNG ONES_

Year and Team required. The 46 defense was the key to their defensive intensity, as DBs Ken Taylor and Shaun Gale backed up safeties Dave Duerson and Gary Fencik. The season started on a difficult note, a close 38-28 victory over the Buccaneers, but the team would not look back again, except for a Week 13 defeat to Marino's Dolphins. Led by Willie Gault, Jim Mcmahon, and Walter Payton, FTP, name this football team that went 15-1 for Mike Ditka and defeated the Patriots in Super Bowl XX.
A: 1985 Chicago Bears
In a side quest of this action/puzzle videogame, the player tries to collect treasures from around the world-- 500 in all, including cut scenes, sketches, and pixellated 80s game characters. The main plot of the game involves solving brilliantly designed puzzles in order to get at chests containing golden artifacts which are really body parts of a cursed legendary pirate, Barbaros. FTP, name this Capcom title starring a young boy and his sidekick, a flying monkey that changes into a mystical bell and shares his name with a term for openly editable web pages.
Zack and Wiki
5. This eyepatch-sporting heroic spy appeared in a TV series that ran from 1981 to 1982 in the UK. Although small, the secret agent was a force to be reckoned with—according to his theme song, “he’s the fastest, he’s the quickest, he’s the best.” He faced numerous colorful enemies, like Stiletto Mafiosa and Mad Manuel, the Flamenco Assassin. However, his arch-enemy was Baron Silas Greenback, a sinister toad bent on world domination. FTP, name the title rodent of a cartoon series that featured him dashing around the globe with his hamster sidekick Penfold.
DangerMouse

If it does not apply, referees have another guideline, Rule 6.05l, to prevent the perceived breach of fair play. A cousin to the rule not allowing catchers to intentionally mishandle a third strike, it was implemented in 1895. It only applies with multiple runners advancing to possible forced outs, and relies on the umpire's judgment and where the ball will land. Covered in rule 6.05e, FTP, name this baseball law, saying that fielders within the base lines cannot intentionally drop a ball to fool the runners.
A: Infield Fly Rule (accept rule 6.05 e before mentioned)
One of the first female Marines, this actress had an early TV appearance on “All in the Family” as Edith Bunker’s cousin. More recently, she appeared on “Curb Your Enthusiasm” as Larry David’s mother. Born Bernice Frankel, she is also an accomplished theater actress, having won a Tony costarring with Angela Lansbury in “Mame.” She is better known for her lead roles on TV, and for her distinctive look and voice. FTP, name this vaguely masculine star of “Golden Girls” and “Maude.”
Bea Arthur
2. This man has acted in Disney movies and on “Miami Vice.” He even made an appearance in “Grand Theft Auto: Vice City Stories,” set in 1984. He’s much better known as a musician, however. He got his break when he answered a classified ad seeking “a drummer sensitive to acoustic music, and a twelve-string acoustic guitarist.” Since then he’s had a successful group and solo career, and composed several movie soundtracks. FTP, name this short-arse former drummer of Genesis, and singer of “In the Air Tonight” and “Against All Odds”.
Phil Collins
3. Set in contemporary Germany and the Czech Republic, this manga and anime series is distinctively lacking in robots, sidekicks of unknown species, and squealing girls with giant facial features. Instead, the realistically drawn series focuses on the travails of a brilliant young brain surgeon, Dr. Kenzo Tenma. Dr. Tenma made the mistake of choosing to operate on a young boy, Johan, who was actually the psychotic result of a sinister eugenics program. FTP, name this anime, which derives its title from the horrifying nature of Johan, as well as from the main character in a frightening children’s book that appears throughout the series.
Monster
 Originally titled as "Project X", its genesis came after the designer's house had been burnt down. Vacation allows you to leave the city, while House Party allows the grouping of numerous poeple for social encounters. Makin' Magic, unfortunately, added magic powers, which might have been useful a few expansions prior in Hot Date. FTP, name this Will Wright-helmed in which characters speak in their own bizarre language, in which you micromanage the lives of little incontinent digital people.
A: The Sims

The Eisenhower dollar jams the lab door security panel.  The diamond ring is stolen on the bus.  The cigarette lighter and hair spray are used as a makeshift flamethrower.  The paper clip is used to short-circuit electronics to avoid being hit by the subway.*  The crossword puzzle locates hardware bugs on the machine.  The envelope’s stamp contains snapshots of the future.  A watch notifies him when to dodge a bullet.  And, a fortune cookie contains the winning lottery numbers as well as a clue where to find the winning lottery ticket.  FTP, these events all happen in what film?
Answer: _PAYCHECK_

Included in the DVD version of the move Bender's Big Score is an entire episode of this character's television series. In the movie, it cruelly forces one of its producers to commit suicide. It was first seen at a pet show, where it manipulated sheep to enter a pen and was applauded by a mesmerized audience. All Glory is given to, FTP, what television personality on Futurama, whose entire show consists of staring at the audience with oscillating, morphing, buzzing eyes.
A: The Hypnotoad

His crew includes Pesky, a kid with an exaggerated sombrero, and Mort, whose sweater covers up his entire mouth. His creator, Wesley Morse, had a background making underground "Tijuana Bibles" before Topps approached him for a special project. FTP, name this eyepatch-wearing advertising icon, known for small, short, distinctive comics located on the interior wrapper of his eponymous bubble gum.
A: Bazooka Joe 

(J)He is known in the satirical abridged version of the series by the catchphrases “ ’Kay, thanks”, “Shut up, Mokuba” (MO-koo-BUH), and “Screw the rules, I have money!”. At the age of sixteen, he bought out his stepfather’s multi-billion-dollar gaming corporation, which he made even more prosperous with the introduction of the DuelDisk system, a product of his own invention. FTP, name this antagonist of the Yu-Gi-Oh! anime series who flies around in a jet shaped like a Blue-Eyes White Dragon. 
A. Seto Kaiba (accept either)

(J)Born Eddie Adams in the early ‘60s, this San Fernando Valley native worked as a busboy by day and a hustler by night before being discovered by director Jack Horner, who gave him his first job in his particular entertainment industry. He shot to stardom with the seven-installment Brock Landers series, which included such hits as Angels Live in My Town and Oral Majesty. FTP, name this cocaine-snorting porn star with the thirteen-inch penis, the central character in Paul Thomas Anderson’s Boogie Nights. 
        A. Dirk Diggler

(J)Since his first appearance in 1997, he has been gored by a rodeo bull, cut in half with a chainsaw, pecked to shreds by wild turkeys, impaled on a flagpole flying a “Welcome, Kathie Lee” banner, pinned against the wall with a scimitar, strangled by a tetherball cord, decapitated by rampaging Middle Park football players, nuked in the microwave, crushed under the hoof of a succubus, squashed by a falling piece of the Mir space station, thrown through the ceiling by Michael Jackson, had his head bitten off by Ozzy Osbourne, and run over by a truck driver playing a PSP. FTP, name this animated nine-year-old who has thus far died a total of 129 times, usually prompting the exclamation “You bastards!”. (Fortunately for him, he is resurrected every time his trailer trash mother pops out another baby.)
         A. Kenny McCormick

(J)Literary critic Harold Bloom once said of her, “Rowling can type, but [this author] can write.” She created her first fictional world, Orsinia, when she was in her early twenties, and attributes her fascination with alien cultures to the influence of her father, anthropologist Alfred Kroeber. She has won five Hugo and five Nebula Awards, and was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize for her 1992 work Searoad.  FTP, name this acclaimed science fiction/fantasy author best known for her novels The Left Hand of Darkness, The Dispossessed, and A Wizard of Earthsea.
         A. Ursula K. LeGuin

He holds the franchise single-season scoring record for the Portland Trailblazers, scoring 54 in a game in January 2005. He was the third-lowest draft pick to ever win the Rookie of the Year Award, which he did in 1996 after graduating from Arizona, where he was 1995 Co-Pac 10 Player of the Year. More known in recent times with a continuous history of marijuana busts, FTP, name this 5' 10'' point guard, who recently was picked up off Memphis' waivers by the San Antonio Spurs.
A: Damon Lamon Stoudamire

Their symbol comes from an anatomical diagram of the anterior and posterior triangles of the neck, and their name from a Leonard Cohen song. Ex-members of the group established the bands Ghost Dance and Mission, and the lead singer proved so inept on the drums that since their first album, the band has used a drum machine known as Doktor Avalanche. Known for an atmospherical electronic sound, FTP, name this band of such albums as Vision Thing, First and Last and Always, and Floodland, an 80s Gothic band fronted by Andrew Eldritch.
A: The Sisters of Mercy


BONII

Name these fine brands of Vodka, some of which your TD might be enjoying after the tournament, FTPE:
1. This vodka brand, owned by British drinks giant Diageo, is named for the Russian manufacturer who founded the company in 1861. They now make a bunch of "twist" drinks for sissies.
A: Smirnoff
2. A step up on the vodka food chain, this brand is made in Cognac from French Wheat. It has a cork instead of cap, and is often the fancy vodka displayed at bars.
A: Grey Goose
3. The brand slogan of this American basement-quality vodka is "Mixes Easy . . . Just Add people." Cannabalism? Perhaps not, but you'll need something to wash the taste out of your mouth; it goes for $11 a handle.
A: Taaka

Name these musical internet memes, FTPE:
1. In this video by the Electric 6, a bevy of scantily clad Gaybraham Lincolns chant the repetitive lyrics and do suggestive things. 
A: Gay Bar
2. Brad Neely provided the song, and Cox And Combes the video, for this Youtube hit that claims the first president was a godlike badass who was "fucking killing (people) for fun".
A: George Washington
3. This original song by Tay Zonday with a hypnotic vocal line and a very simple piano and drumline hit over 19 million views in less than a year.
A: Chocolate Rain


Name these characters from NBC's The Office, FTPE:
1. This member of the Accouting Department was almost outed by Dwight in "The Secret", but was outed by Michael the next season in "Gay Witch Hunt".
A: Oscar Martinez
2. This HR rep's daughter Sasha bonded with Michael in "Take your Daughter to Work Day", but that didn't stop Michael from making cruel jokes about his divorce.
A: Toby Flenderson
3. In "Cocktails", this Dunder Mifflin CFO bonds with Jim as they shoot hoops and ignore the party going on inside.
A: David Wallace

Given a season of VH1's The Surreal Life and the name of one housemate to "prime the pump", so to speak, name three of the other five housemates, FTPE.
1. Season Six - former Whitesnake hood girl Tawny Kitaen
A: Alexis Arquette,  C.C. Deville, Steve Harwell, Sherman Helmsley, Maven Huffman, Andrea Lowell
2. Season Two - Real World: Vegas pregnancy-scare victim Trishelle Cannatella
A: Ron Jeremy, Tammy Faye Messner, Vanilla Ice (or Rob Van Winkle), Erik Estrada, Traci Bingham.
3. Season Four  - Former Mini-Me Verne Troyer
A: Da Brat, Jane Wiedlin, Christoper Knight, Adrienne Curry, Joanie Laurer(accept Chyna), Marcus Schenkenberg

Another Ghetto Warz, another bonus on old NES games. If it ever gets old, please discuss it with the TD. FTPE:
1. This licensed game from Capcom featured the use of a cane in unusual ways, as a weapon and a pogo stick, as you race Flintheart Glomgold to become the world's richest waterfowl.
A: Ducktales
2. This game by Bally Midway had you control either George, a giant ape, or Lizzy, a giant lizard, as you destroyed cities around the USA, in search of truth and meaning.
A: Rampage
3. This arcade classic from Atari had you pick either Thor the Warrior, Merlin the Wizard, Thyra the Valkyrie or Questor the Elf in searching for the Sacred Orb.
A: Gauntlet

Answer the following about a familiar personality from ESPN.com, the Sports Guy, Bill Simmons, FTPE:
1. Bill graduated from this Catholic liberal arts college in Massachusetts, which surprisingly enough, is not much of a sports powerhouse.
A: College of the Holy Cross
2. This year, Bill openly announced himself as a possible candidate for the empty General Manger slot of this struggling NBA franchise. He was not hired for the position.
A: Milwaukee Bucks (either)
3. One of Bill's internet memes is this list he has created of players whose names make them seem like a different ethnicity than they are.
A: The Reggie Cleveland All-Stars

(J) Name these Disney songs from opening lyrics F10PE. 

1. “You think you own whatever land you land on -/ The earth is just a dead thing you can claim,/ But I know every rock and tree and creature/ Has a life, has a spirit, has a name.” 
A. “Colors of the Wind” (Pocahontas)
2. “Tale as old as time,/ True as it can be./ Barely even friends,/ Then somebody bends unexpectedly.” 
A. “Beauty and the Beast” (Beauty and the Beast) 
3. “Look at this stuff./ Isn’t it neat?/ Wouldn’t you think my collection’s complete?”
        A. “Part of Your World” (The Little Mermaid)

(J) Name these supporting characters from the Metal Gear Solid series F10PE. 
1. This Russian army major’s name was intended as a pun on the Japanese for “thunderbolt’s bitch”, a reference to his homosexual relationship with the electrified Colonel Volgin.
A. Ivan Raidenovitch Raikov (RY-koff)
2. If the player allows Meryl to die during the torture sequence, she will be replaced during the ending chase and cinematic by this character, who gives Snake his optic camouflage device as a parting gift. 
A. Otacon (AH-tuh-KAHN) or Hal Emmerich 
3. He is shown in one of the bonus features from Snake Eater being raped by the aforementioned Volgin when he attempts to go back in time and change the plots of the first three Metal Gear games. 
A. Raiden

(c)   Dustin Hoffmann, Robin Williams, and John Cleese are just a few of many, many males who have dressed in drag for the sake of entertainment, but women have seen their fair share of cross-dressing too.   FTPE, answer the following about girls who dress like guys:
a) In 2006, this perky actress who regularly appears on What I Like About You, starred in She’s the Man as Viola Hastings, who assumes the identity of her brother Sebastian and join the men’s soccer team at Illyria after the girls’ team gets cut.
Ans:  Amanda Bynes
b)  She’s the Man was based on this Shakespearean comedy set in Illyria, in which the leading character Viola believes her brother to be dead and takes the name Cesario in order to work as a page for Duke Orsino.
Ans: Twelfth Night, or What You Will
c)  Considered a looser adaptation of Twelfth Night,   Just One of the Guys stars Joyce Hyser as this character, who changes schools and starts wearing her brother’s clothes because she feels her teachers don’t take her seriously as a talented journalist. 
Ans:  Terry Griffith

Name these Food Network TV shows, FTPE:
1. Marc Summers takes you behind the scenes to discover how candy confections are made in this show for the curious sweet tooth.
A: Unwrapped
2. This show featuring Giada de Laurentiis, riding some coattails, is set in Malibu and often features members of her family as she cooks home meals in the namesake style.
A: Everyday Italian
3. Hosted by Robert Irvine, this show challenges him to make a gourmet meal to fit an audience under very strict and unusual conditions, like on a tiny New England resort island.
A: Dinner:Impossible

(c) Lose something?   Answer these questions about things that can be lost, but not found, FTPE:
a)  More common than Parkinson’s Disease, cerebral palsy or muscular dystrophy, aphasia (uh-FAY-zhuh) is the loss of a person’s ability to do this, usually as a result of brain damage.
Ans: communicate (accept clear equivalents like speak, talk, understand language)
b)  According to the American Academy of Pediatrics, most children lose this at age 6, and early loss of it could cause problems in development.
Ans: the first (baby/primary/deciduous) tooth
c) Eagles have lost it,  Buffalo Bills lost it four times, but 49ers have never lost it. 
Ans: The Super Bowl

(marc) Jonathan Westerfeld has written many young adult novels. His most celebrated work, however, is a sci-fi saga in which Tally Youngblood struggles to overthrow a system where people are evaluated exclusively by their looks. 5-10-20-30, name the four books in the trilogy.
uglies, pretties, specials, and extras
(Marc)  The dark side of the force, though easier and more seductive, has room for only one ruling Sith Lord at a time, and each one has the same first name/title. FTPE, identify the following Darths. 
a. This Sith Lord, known as “The Wise,” was nonetheless killed by his apprentice Darth Sidious.
Darth Plagueis (PLAGUE-ISS).
b. This Darth was featured in the videogame “Knights of the Old Republic” as the former master of Darth Malak.
Darth Revan (REVVIN)
c. As an apprentice of Darth Sidious, Count Dooku adopted this much cooler-sounding name.
Darth Tyranus
Name these prominent locations in San Francisco your TD visited during his Spring Break, FTPE:
1. One place he needed to visit was this collection of shops, restaurants, and tourists traps along the piers on the NW side of the peninsula.
A: Fisherman's Wharf
2. While wandering around the northern part of the city, he entered this children's museum, located in the Marina District at the Palace of Fine Arts.
A: The Exploratorium
3. A particular significant other convinced him to visit a special soda fountain and ice cream shop at this square, once the headquarters of its eponymous company.
A: Ghirardelli Square

30-20-10
State what is common between all these characters, people, or things:
30:  Alan Turing, Brent Spiner, Bruce Campbell
20:  naturally occurring amino acids, teratogenic thalidomide, metamaterials
10:  Moe Syzlak, Montgomery Burns, Ned Flanders
Answer: Left-handed

(r) For ten points each, name the Transformer from the original cartoon and not the douchey live action movie based on a description of the vehicle it transforms into:
1. Red Lamborghini Countach LP500S
A: Sideswipe
2. Blue and white Ligier JS11 F-1
A: Mirage
3. Yellow Volkswagen Beetle
A: Bumblebee

Ahh, the classics. Name these Green Day songs from lyrics FTPE:
1. Cold turkey's getting stale/ tonight I'm eating crow/fermented salmonella poison oak, no
A: Hitchin' A Ride
2. I pledge allegiance to the underworld/one nation under dog/ there of which I stand alone
A: Minority
3. King of the 40 thieves/ and here to represent/ the needle in the vein of the establishment
A: St. Jimmy

(Marc)  Answer these questions about the popular and heartwarming internet cartoon “Charlie the Unicorn”, FTPE:
a. Where do Charlie’s friend unicorns want to take him?
Candy Mountain 
b. On the way to Candy Mountain, the unicorns encounter a “magical” specimen of what dinosaur?
Liopleurodon (LEE-O-PLOO-RO-DON; accept any close pronunciation)
c. What gets stolen from Charlie after he enters the Candy Mountain Cave? 
his freakin’ kidney
Name the more well-known Series 1 Garbage pail kid for ten points given its alternate card’s name.  Half credit if description of the card is needed:
Blasted Billy
Description: Boy sitting pressing the red button on a remote while an atom bomb bursts forth from his head.
A: Adam Bomb
Fryin’ Brian
Description: Boy in striped prison garb being electrocuted in an electric chair.
A: Electric Bill
Heavin’ Steven
Baby in a diaper on a pink towel vomiting a building block and toys rather nonchalantly.
A: Up Chuck

40-30-20-10-5-1, name the person.
(40) He is, to the best of our knowledge, alive.
(30) On the 2006 PBS Documentary African American Lives, he traced his ancestry to Cameroon and Angola and traveled to Africa.
(20) He appears at the beginning of the Tupac Shakur video for "California Love", and in the video for Michael Jackson's "You Rock My World".
(10) His first major movie role was as Ice Cube's partner in the movie Friday. 
(5) He's been in all three Rush Hour films, regrettably.
(1) His son, named partially after him, is Destin Christopher Tucker.
A: Christopher Tucker

